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DISCOVER THE
LIGHTNESS OF YOUR LEG
WITH SUPPORT KNEE HIGH AND COMFORT SOCKS
FROM PROVITAL — ONLY AVAILABLE AT YOUR
PHARMACY
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provital
STAY HEALTHY

ATAIR – THE EXPERTISE BEHIND PROVITAL

OUR BEST OFFER: HEALTH

If you feel comfortable in support knee high or comfort socks from
provital, this is first and foremost due to the experience and expertise of the manufacturer behind this brand: Atair. The Atair Group,
founded as a family-owned operation in 1986, now employs over 500
employees. As a leading producer of legwear in Germany and Europe,
we produce fine and cotton socks, stockings and tights for women,
men and children. From classic and contemporary fashion items to
functional legwear.

Healthy, full-fledged nutrition, lots of exercise and sport during leisure
time, the trend towards wellness and spa experiences – Health plays
a key role in our lives. Unfortunately we often forget our legs in the
process. But they literally play a supporting role for our well-being.

Under our provital brand, we sell venous-activating support knee
high and comfort socks of high quality, which are marked by their
unique effect and exceptional wearing comfort.
This range of functional items is exclusively available at an attractive
price at pharmacies.

Since we are often “on our legs a lot” in everyday life, we inevitably
put a lot of strain on them: Monotonous standing or sitting strains the
veins and the blood accumulates. The venous walls are stretched and
weakened by the constant strain. As a result, the venous valves suffer
and can no longer close properly so that even more blood settles
downward. Returning the blood from the legs to the heart becomes
very difficult work for the veins – the results are heavy, swollen or tired
legs. In addition, low air pressure during flights, low humidity and an
insufficient supply of liquids can impair the blood coagulation. In the
worst case, this leads to a permanent venous weakness with varicose
veins, spider veins and persistent pain. Even thrombosis can occur.
Unless you prevent it! For example with a healthy and active lifestyle
and by wearing the venous activating support knee high or comfort
socks from provital.

HEALTH PROBLEMS
There are million people suffering from chronic venous
weakness. The first warning signs are:
• Varicose veins
• Heavy, tired or nervous legs (especially in the evening)
• Cramps in the calf (at night)
• Swollen legs or ankles
• Spider veins
• Persistent pain

PROVITAL – WELL-BEING AT EVERY TURN
Whether women or men, whether at work, during leisure time, when
travelling or for particularly sensitive legs, you are always and everywhere well taken care of with travel support knee high and comfort
socks from provital.

TRAVEL SUPPORT
KNEE HIGH

• Travel support knee high – specifically designed for long
journeys
• Support knee high – for everyday life
• Comfort socks – for sensitive feet
provital offers you a comprehensive range of products that are characterised by high material quality, optimal adaptation to the body and
an exceptionally good wearing comfort. Visually, they do not differ
from conventional stockings and socks and fit in every wardrobe. With
their active supporting effect, support knee high from provital reduce
the swelling in your legs and thus prevent pain. This means you feel
good, all day long.

SUPPORT
KNEE HIGH

HOW SUPPORT KNEE HIGH PROVIDE RELIEF
A support knee high works as much simple as effective.
The outwardly-acting, precisely defined, mechanical pressure profile working from the ankle upwards in a decreasing
manner naturally causes a reduction of the venous diameter.
The venous valves can close better, which means better blood
circulation. During movement, the support knee high also has
a resistance for the muscles, which can therefore work more
effectively.

COMFORT
SOCKS

HEALTHY VEIN
QUALITY FOR
EVERYBODY

• Wide, non-constricting cuffs

Fits well, shape
stability and
durability
thanks to Lycra®quality

• Reinforced heel
70 %

100 %
14–16 mmHg*

*Pressure on the heel

• Soft tip with flat seam
• No visual difference to normal
stockings / socks
• Can also be worn by people
with allergies
• Available for men and women

A SOLUTION THAT
MAKES EVERY TRIP
EASIER FOR YOU
Thanks to the upward decreasing
pressure profile, travel support
knee high from provital prevent the blood circulation from
weakening in the leg veins and
thus prevent possible symptoms
such as tired and heavy legs. So
don’t just treat yourself, but also
your legs to a pleasant holiday
season and pack travel support
knee high from provital in your
travel bag.

STRONG
SUPPORTING

Breathable
due to the high
cotton content
Tested for harmful
substances (Oeko-Tex
Standard 100)

• Strong supporting of
14 –16 mmHg
DECREASING PRESSURE PROFILE

Returning the blood from the
legs to the heart becomes a
problem for the veins. This can
very easily be prevented – with
travel support knee high from
provital.

The high quality is characterised by:
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Long journeys, whether by
car, train or airplane, are also
a burden for healthy legs and
increase the risk of developing
venous pain, such as varicose
veins or spider veins. The strain
on the veins is initially caused by
heavy legs and later by swelling,
increased pain or calf cramps.
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The travel support knee high
from provital are comfortable to
wear. The special wearing comfort is achieved through the very
high cotton content of 63 %.

A PROBLEM THAT
YOU SHOULD NOT
UNDERESTIMATE

PROVITAL TRAVEL
SUPPORT KNEE HIGH –
CHARACTERISED
BY MANY BENEFITS
MIT H
O

TRAVEL SUPPORT
KNEE HIGH

€

Over-the-counter
exclusively available
at an attractive price
at pharmacies

SUPPORT
KNEE HIGH

PERFECT FIT –
PLEASANT WEARING
COMFORT
The following characteristics
provide for a particular wearing comfort:

YOUR LEGS HAVE
A DIFFICULT JOB –
PROVITAL MAKES IT
EASIER FOR THEM

DECREASING PRESSURE PROFILE

Whether in retail, gastronomy,
an office job or field work: Those
who have to stand or sit for
prolonged periods of time at
work know the feeling of tired,
heavy and swollen legs. It’s no
surprise, because the leg muscle
pump is often not sufficiently
active, the blood accumulates in
the legs and the return transport
to the heart is thereby made
more difficult. The result: Serious
venous diseases may result. It’s
good that you can provide with
the support knee high from
provital exactly the relief that
your legs need during work.
Because support knee high from
provital have a revitalising effect
and provide your legs more
freshness, lightness and energy.

40 DEN 70 DEN

75 %

70 %

*Pressure on the heel

Tested for harmful
substances (Oeko-Tex
Standard 100)

• Extra-wide, soft and nonconstricting comfort band
• Perfect fit for the foot due to
the stitched and reinforced heel

Fits well, shape
stability and
durability
thanks to Lycra®quality

• Soft, reinforced tip with flat
seam
The high quality is characterised by:
• Active supporting effect
throughout the day
• Gentle massage for your legs

€

Over-the-counter
exclusively available
at an attractive price
at pharmacies

• The swelling of the legs is
reduced

SIMPLY TAKE THE
PRESSURE OUT OF
WORK
Thanks to the upward decreasing
pressure profile, support knee
high from provital prevent the
blood circulation from weakening in the leg veins and thus
prevent symptoms such as tired
and heavy legs. So simply take
the pressure off your legs during
daily work and make your
difficult everyday life easier
with support knee high from
provital.

• Tired and heavy legs are
prevented
• No visual difference to normal
stockings / socks

LIGHT

You can choose between two
types of support:
light

medium

Pressure
on the
heel

6–9
mmHg

10–14
mmHg

40

70

DEN
Look

SUPPORTING

MEDIUM
SUPPORTING

Supporting
strength

Colours
100 %
6–9 mmHg*
10–14 mmHg*

PROVITAL SUPPORT
KNEE HIGH –
CHARACTERISED
BY MANY BENEFITS

semitransparent trans
parent
Powder,
Pearl

Powder,
Black

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION DEPENDING
ON THE STRESS LEVEL AT WORK
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FINALLY NO LONGER
FEEL ANY PRESSURE –
THANKS TO
PROVITAL

TICS

FOR

EXTRA-SOFT –
A BENEFIT FOR
SENSITIVE FEET
Comfort socks from provital
are characterised by:
• Pleasant, soft wearing comfort

PROVITAL
COMFORT SOCKS –
CHARACTERISED
BY MANY BENEFITS
S

S

COMFORT
SOCKS

D IAB E

• Breathable due to the high
cotton content

Are you one of those people who
have particularly sensitive skin?
Or are you even perhaps a diabetic? Then you know the discomfort
that even the smallest disturbingtouches on your feet can trigger.
Annoying pressure points from
the tight sock cuff are particularly
uncomfortable in this case.

TABLE
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TICS

FOR

Tested for harmful
substances (Oeko-Tex
Standard 100)

• Perfect fit
Comfort socks from provital
are therefore also suitable for
diabetics.
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Fits well, shape
stability and
durability
thanks to Lycra®quality
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Comfort socks from provital,
on the other hand, are the
purest comfort, because they are
virtually not felt on your feet and
on your calves. The extra-soft
and comfortable collar makes
this possible as well as the fact
that comfort socks from provital
do not have any abrasive interior
seams and a soft tip with a flat
seam. And they are therefore
ideal for diabetics as well.

€

NO MORE
PRESSURE
POINTS!

EXTRA-SOFT
COMFORTABLE
COLLAR

SOFT
TIP WITH
FLAT SEAM

Suitable for
diabetics

Breathable
due to the high
cotton content
Over-the-counter
exclusively available
at an attractive price
at pharmacies

NO
ABRASIVE
INTERIOR
SEAMS

GENUINE
REINFORCED
HEEL

ASK YOUR PHARMACIST FOR PROVITAL
STOCKINGS AND COMFORT SOCKS!
TRAVEL SUPPORT KNEE HIGH
Women
Black
Black
Navy
Navy

Size
35–38
39–42
35–38
39–42

Men
Black
Black
Navy
Navy

Size
39–42
43–46
39–42
43–46

SUPPORT KNEE HIGH
Women
Light supporting 40 DEN
Powder
Powder
Pearl
Pearl

Size
35–38
39–42
35–38
39–42

Medium supporting 70 DEN
Powder
Powder
Black
Black

Size
35–38
39–42
35–38
39–42

COMFORT SOCKS
Women
Black
Black
Navy
Navy

Size
35–38
39–42
35–38
39–42

Men
Black
Black
Navy
Navy

Size
39–42
43–46
39–42
43–46

With the friendly recommendation from:

ANY QUESTIONS?
Atair GmbH
Wilmsberger Weg 12
48565 Steinfurt · Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2552 9290
www.provital-struempfe.de

